
Sumerian to Persian Art



Mesopotamia 
The land between the rivers, Tigris & Euprates



Brief notes 
Date (approx) Notes 

3500 BC Protoliterate Period 
Invention of wheel 
Uruk

3000 BC Sumerian Civilisation
Development of writing and the recordings of history 
Ur

2300 BC Akkadian Dynasty 
Nineveh

2100 BC Neo- Sumerian Dynasty
3rd Dynasty of Ur

1900 BC Old Babylon Period 

1700 BC Babylon
Hammurabi

900 BC Assyrian Empire

600 BC Neo – Babylonian Empire 

500 BC Achaemenid Persian Empire 



Sumerians
They invented the wheel, writing 

(cuneiform), divided hours into minutes  
and formalised contracts. 

This marked an important development in 
history as now, history is being recorded 

as opposed to archaeology.

They learnt to control floods and 
construct irrigation canals and 

transformed the land into the fertile 
crescent. 

Established the first great urban 
communities like Uruk. 





Cylinder Seal



Cylinder Seal



The skilled Sumerians learnt to create 
tools that helped them cultivate the land 

more effectively. 

Here we see a device used to distribute 
seeds more evenly. 



Sumerians
They also produced an important work of 

literature, the Epic of Gilgamesh. 

Thousands of clay tablets have been 
found. 

Archaeologists have found a library 
consisting of rows and rows of clay 

tablets. 

Trade was necessary for the Sumerians, 
the land was fertile but everything else 

needed to be brought in. 

They believed in Gods and Godesses, in 
ritual and sacrifice. 



Bringing wood to the land



Bringing Water to the Land 



Clay vase showing men bringing offering 
of fruit an vegetables and livestock to the 

Goddess of war Inana.

Sumer was made up of about a dozen 
independent city states. 

They built temples called ziggurats that 
were impressive works of architecture. 

 



The Goddess of War, Inana





The White Temple and Ziggurat, Uruk



People often slept on the roofs as it was 
cooler. 

Houses were built with small windows to 
keep the interior cool and keep the dust 

out. 

Palm trees grew in abundance in the city. 



Architecture in Sumer



Homes were built with tightly packed 
reeds. 

The construction itself is impressive and 
it is still practiced today in certain parts of 

the Middle east. 







Royal cemetry at ur
In 16 vaulted chambers beneath the earth, 
lay golden helmets, daggers with handles 

of lapis lazuli, golden beakers, bowls, 
jewellery etc

Servants, musicians, soldiers were also 
buried together with the Queen. 



The Standard of ur
There is a war side and a peace side.

This is the peace side, with the king 
seated with a drink in hand as musicians 

play .

The background is made of a wooden 
panel inlaid with shell and Lapis lazuli. 



This is the war side with the King 
depicted as larger than life. 

Chariots crushing the enemy and slaves 
being taken. 



Lapis lazuli Shell 



Red limestone was also 
used



The Standard of Ur



Lapis Lazuli 





Bull headed Lyre from the tomb of Puabi, Royal 
Cemetry, Ur

Gold leaf & Lapis Lazuli over a 
wooden core



Head dress worn by maid 
servants buried with Queen



The Sumerians were skilled craftsmen and were 
particularly talented in handling gold.



Akkadians  
The loose group of cities known as 
Sumer, came under the domination 
of a great ruler, Sargon of Akkad. 

Although the Akkadians were 
Semitic they spoke a completely 

different language. 

Under, Sargon, loyalty was to the 
king instead of the city state. 

During the rule of Sargon’s 
grandson, Naram-Sin, governers of 

cities were considered mere 
servants to the king. 



Head of Akkadian ruler, from 
nineveh, 2200 bc

Bronze, approx 12” high. Iraq Museum, 
Baghdad

◆ Symbol of absolute monarchy
◆ Status as a political work of art
◆ Head is all that survives
◆ Perhaps taken by an enemy of the 

Akkadians
◆ The eyes once inlaid in precious stones 

have been gouged out.
◆ Lower part of beard broken
◆ Ears have been mutilated
◆ Majesty still evident, eyebrows, carefully 

braided hair etc 



Victory Stele of Naram-sin, 2200 BC, 
Pink Sandstone, approx. 6’ 7” high, 

Louvre, Paris

◆ Set up at Sippar to commenorate his 
victory over the Lullubi, a people of 

the Iranian mountains to the east. 

◆ Grandson of Sargon depicted leading 
his victorious army up the mountain. 

◆ The enemy is crushed, fleeing, 
begging for mercy, falling or dying

◆ He is wearing a 3 horned helmet 
which signifies his deification. 

◆ He is scaling the ladder to the heavens



◆ His troops march behind him in 
orderly fashion

◆ This suggests organization and 
discipline

◆ Enemy is in disarray



Babylonians  
◆ Hammurabi established a 

centralized government. 

◆ Babylon was one of these city 
states

◆ He is probably the most popular 
Mesopotamian king

◆ He is famous for his law code

◆ It prescribed penalties for 
everything, from murder to 

cutting down your neighbor’s 
tree



Stele with law code of 
Hammurabi, 1780 BC, Basalt, 

approx 7’4” high



• Hammurabi receiving the inspiration for 
the laws from the flame shouldered Sun 
god, Shamash. 

• Ring & staff represent divine power.  

• Hammurabi’s hand raised in prayer. 

• Shamash is shown in profile & front 
view. 

• His 4 pairs of horns is shown in true 
profile so that only 4 not all 8 horns are 
visible. 



Includes an article that states 

“An Eye for an Eye”



Assyrians  
◆ Their name is taken from Assur

◆ Firmly established in 900 BC

◆ They were cruel and merciless people

◆ Sargon II proclaimed, “ Sargon, King of 
the world, has built a city.”

◆ There were grand temples and ziggurats, 
some of which were 7 stages high, at least 

4 stages 18 feet high and each stage 
painted a different colour. 



Doorway to Khorsabad palace



Lamassu,  
winged man- headed bulls

From the citadel of Sargon II, Korsabad, 
720 BC, Limestone, approx. 13’ 10” high

◆ Served to ward off king’s enemies

◆ Combine the front and side profiles 

◆ Conceptual rendering by the artist 





Neo- Babaylonian 
Art

◆ Assyrian empire was not stable
◆ Opposition steadily rose
◆ Empire began to disintergrate
◆ Babylon rose once again
◆ King Nebuchadnezzar, restored Babylon
◆ Only a little of the Tower of babel remains
◆ Much wirtten about the “hanging gardens” , 

listed as one of the wonders of the ancient 
world

◆ Site not found till today





Ishtar gate, (restored), 
Babylon, 575 BC, Glazed 

Brick 

◆ Alternating profiles of the dragon of 
Marduk and the bull of Adad

◆ They compose a stately heraldry 
proclaiming the gods



Persians 

◆ Began a more merciful rule

◆ Allowed kings to keep their positions as long as they paid allegiance 

◆ King of Kings 

◆ Conquered far more than Babylon

◆ Egypt fell to them in 525 BC

◆ Persian Empire was the largest ever known



Royal Audience hall and 
stairway, persepolis, 500 

BC
◆ Situated on a high plateau

◆ Heavily fortified 

◆ Destroyed by Alexander the Great

◆ Vast columned hall, 60 feet high and 
over 200 square feet. 

◆ Forms are more rounded than the 
Assyrians



Bull capital from the 
royal audience hall of 

the palace of artaxerxes 
II, susa, 375 bc, gray 
marble, approx, 7’7” 

high










